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BUSINESS NEWS

Phishing attacks get more sophisticated

“All missteaks in
this publicashun
are put their for
the benefit of those
whom look for such
things.”
Virginia Grant,
gammag editor

C

lick a link. Download a file. And that's
where the trouble begins.

Phishing attacks by email or social media
attempt to lure you into revealing a password,
or download malicious software. And these
attacks are getting ever-more sophisticated.
"Scammers have diversified far beyond
poorly spelled, purely text-based phishing
email these days, Harley says, building entire
fake websites and Facebook pages as lures for
campaigns. But even the humble phish email
has evolved," according to David Harley of
WeLiveSecurity.com.
Some classic ways to detect phishing emails
are getting more difficult as scammers get
more sophisticated.

• Misspelled words. Sometimes done
intentionally to get past filters.

• Links to scam sites. Links can seem real. If

they contain bitly or tinyurl they should be
treated as suspicious.

• DropBox and Google Drive documents
holding malicious code.

• Attachments can appear to be materials
you are genuinely expecting from people
who should be sending the materials.
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Some good rules:
• Hover over the links to see if the domain is
genuine.
• Attachments should set off alarm bells.
Search for the company and compare
domains. Mayflowernursing.com is not
the same as Mayflowernursinghome.com.
Names can be spoofed. A sophisticated
phishing email might use a name that exists
in your database – or the name of someone
you know. If the name seems correct,
compare other information in an email to
data on the company Website. An incorrect
phone number is a tipoff. If you think you are
good at catching phishing attempts, test your
skills at:

phishingquiz.withgoogle.com

Wearables become standard

Employers are increasingly advocating
wearable fitness devices for employees, says
the Electronic Frontier Foundation. The
devices have been shown to improve health
by feeding fitness information to the wearer.
However, the issue is how companies use
the data, if at all, to evaluate employees.

BUSINESS NEWS

Trade Show booths need access,
not just size

Office politics: Don't
join it, deal with it

B

igger isn't necessarily better when
it comes to a trade show booth,
marketing companies say. Instead,
traffic flow and location can better
influence sales.

Office politics exist in every business,
large or small, but the key to dealing with
the many personalities in a company is
to follow some basic rules of courtesy.
First, while you might hear rumors,
don't peddle them. Gossip about people,
company plans, and policies is usually
out of context, or worse, false. If you
hear it, don't spread it
around, according to
Manpower.com.

According to MatrixMarketing
Group.com, first determine the booth
space required for the company's
products, their size and how many
of them will be featured in the booth
area. Assume these exhibit properties
will require at least 50 percent of the
available space. Consider how much of
the remaining space will be occupied
by tables, chairs, and kiosks, among
other things.
In addition to the more expensive island and perimeter spaces, trade shows
typically offer exhibitors booth space in 10'-by-10' areas. This type of space
is the most cost-efficient and serves most small to medium-sized companies
with adequate space for three or four company representatives plus visitors to
the booth.
Since the booth's location is far more influential than its size, there is little
risk in keeping its size – and cost – to a minimum. Renting a larger booth can
generate a better location on the show floor. Even so, there is no justification
for increased booth space unless a company's size, product line, or its number
of sales representatives need it. There is little risk to minimizing a company's
booth space at a trade show.
According to exponents.com, the primary factor in determining a
company's booth size in a trade show should be the size of its team. The
more representatives present, the more floor space needed. A typical 10'-by10' booth can be overwhelmed by too many employees at the show, leaving
potential customers, sales prospects and casual visitors on the outside looking
in – and going elsewhere.

Hyper-realistic phishing and ransomware schemes

A spate of hyper-realistic phishing and ransomware schemes masquerade
as customers. Typically, targets get an email from a customer in their
database. The email is a reply to a genuine marketing email they sent out.
The customer's name is real. The email appears to be an order but it has
an encrypted attachment. DO NOT open the attachment. Companies do
not communicate with attachments to emails. Or, if they do, the recipient
expects the attachment. Before opening any unexpected attachment, call
the customer. Make sure you use a phone number from the company's
website, not one included in the email.

It helps to observe
friendships and
enmities in the
company, according to
mindtools.com. If you
do hear gossip, you'll
understand the source.
Be courteous but
quietly skeptical.
Never trust
conversations that
begin with "off the
record" or "between
you and me."
Develop
relationships within
your work network
by being reliable and helpful. Always
listen carefully, keep the company's
organizational goals first in mind, and
never badmouth others.
Instead, get known as a proponent of
positive interaction, and be personally
accountable for your work and words.
To make the office more upbeat,
don't fuel its political fires. Remain
professional at all times. Address
concerns and criticism with facts,
proof, and confidence. Be assertive, not
aggressive. Always be sure the tone is
from an organizational perspective, not a
personal one.
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Online college courses are
a path to degrees, with low debt

“What good is the
warmth of summer,
without the cold
of winter to give it
sweetness.”
John Steinbeck,
“Travels with
Charley” In Search
of America

T

oday's students have excellent options for
their pathway to higher education. They
include traditional and community colleges,
online courses, or combinations of all three. In
fact, even high-profile colleges and universities
are offering online programs today.

According to Stetson.edu, each onlinecourse student usually engages in class
material and activities on his or her schedule.
This freedom allows students to complete
work and family commitments with more
flexibility. All online-course lectures, emails,
explanations, and discussion boards, among
others, are available around the clock.
Additionally, online programs can
dramatically decrease or even eliminate the
costs associated with college. With student
loan debt now exceeding the entire nation's
credit card debt, any chance to cut the cost of
college today is worth considering.
Also, contrary to current public opinion,
online college programs can be every bit as
rigorous as any form of higher education.
According to educationcorner.com, the
advantages of initiating one's pursuits of
higher education at a community college
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include the flexibility, increased quality of
teaching, cost of courses, and the capacity
to transfer degrees earned to time-honored
institutions of higher learning. Moreover,
community colleges are dramatically changing
the landscape of higher education by offering
students more options in seeking their degree.
In the final analysis, it is up to each person
to figure out how much time he or she will
have to devote to earning a degree, what type
of degree program is desired, and how much
money can be spent. At the same time, it is
possible to take some courses online and
others in person. Some individual classes may
include both elements of interaction.

Fingerprint wedding rings

Jewelers Brent and Jess (brentjess.com)
have come up with a wedding ring idea
that is just the right touch. Couples can
now get their fingerprints embedded in
wedding rings. Each partner can have a
ring with the fingerprint of his or her love.
The prints can be on top of the ring for all
to see or on the underside.

BUSINESS NEWS

Entrepreneurs often impact the
world in a big way

Back-to-school is
big business

Growing up in Berkeley, Calif., in the 1970s, Reid
Hoffman was entranced by role-playing tabletop
games. By the age of 12, he was a paid editor at
Chaosium, a game company. Two years later,
Hoffman's name was on the box of Borderlands,
Chaosium's role-playing game.

It's an annual tradition for many:
lugging the kids around for clothing and
other supplies at back-to-school time.

In high school, Hoffman drove oxen, farmed maple
syrup and studied epistemology. After graduating
from Stanford, he earned an M.S. in Philosophy as a
Marshall Scholar at Oxford University.
By then, Hoffman wanted to make a positive
impact on the world in a big way. After considering academia, he concluded
that academics write books few people read. Hoffman wanted a more vigorous
platform than that. After a brief internship at a Napa Valley winery, Hoffman
joined Apple Computer in 1994, then Fujitsu, before co-founding SocialNet.
com, a dating platform that focused on matching people with comparable
interests. A few years later, dating platforms were a worldwide trend.
Hoffman was on SocialNet's board of directors during the founding of
PayPal, an electronic money transmission service. Soon he was at PayPal,
where he became known as "firefighter-in-chief " while honing his competitive
skills to a razor's edge. In 2002, Hoffman was PayPal's executive VP when the
company was purchased by eBay for $1.5 billion.
That same year, Hoffman co-founded LinkedIn – a site that enables
registered users to create professional profiles and connect with each other.
According to Forbes, LinkedIn is now the most effective social networking tool
for job seekers and providers in the world. Hoffman's stake: an estimated $2.34
billion. In 2016, Microsoft bought LinkedIn for $26.2 billion. A year later,
Hoffman was on Microsoft's board of directors.
Today, Hoffman is among Silicon Valley's most active and prosperous angel
investors. In fact, according to the book, "The Facebook Effect," it was Hoffman
who arranged the first meeting between Mark Zuckerberg and Peter Thiel,
a meeting that led to Thiel's initial $500,000 angel investment in Facebook.
Hoffman was an investor too.

Mac: The missing 'Save As' found

In Mac's Text Edit and other apps, menus no longer feature 'Save As' option
on the File menu. Annoying. However, you can bring it back for one use
or permanently, says CNet. With a document open, hold down the option
key and click the File Menu. SAVE AS appears. A permanent solution:
System Preferences > Keyboard > Shortcuts tab > App Shortcuts from the
left panel. Click "+" button to create a new shortcut. In the popup box,
Select "All Applications." Type in Save As in Menu Title. Add some sort of
keyboard shortcut like command-shift-4. Then select Add. The next time
you use an Apple App, the Save As option will appear under File.

But it's also big business, with this
time of year ranking only behind the
holidays for spending.
In a survey conducted
last year by the National
Retail Federation and
Prosper Insights and
Analytics, total spending
for K-12 and college
combined was projected
to reach $82.8 billion.
A story out of Denver
reported that back-toschool spending had
surpassed Christmas
shopping for a number
of retailers there.
Families with children in
elementary through high
school planned to spend an average
$684.79 each, while college students and
families of those in college planned to
spend an average $942.17 each.
In an era dominated by tech, it was
an old standby that nevertheless ruled
the day. Families spent the most on
clothing. NRF posited that gadgets
have become such a staple in everyday
life that they are purchased year-round
now rather than being an item that
consumers save for and buy at a certain
time of year.
Consumers also start fairly early,
at an average of three weeks before
school begins. This can make for a
lengthy retail season, as the start of the
school year varies by about a month
across the country (anywhere from the
beginning of August to the beginning of
September).
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Take care when using social media

“One swallow does
not make a summer,
neither does one fine
day; similarly one
day or brief time
of happiness does
not make a person
entirely happy.”
Aristotle, “The
Nicomachean Ethics”

F

acebook founder Mark Zuckerberg once
said: Nothing influences people more than a
recommendation from a trusted friend.

That's helpful for dispensing good advice
on dog health. But quite the opposite on
employment matters.
Suppose a social media post hints of
proprietary company information or even
criticizes the company. If even some people
trust that post, that's bad public relations for
the company and it is bad for the person who
posted it.
Not only can an employer find those
comments, future employers can, too.
Badmouthing an employer on social media is
a black mark on a resume that will likely stick.
Even if you use separate accounts for
business and private purposes, you never
know who may be watching your social media
accounts. Social networks are a sort of public
space – your billboard to the world – and
there are always people who can discover
and share something inappropriate that you
posted. That includes your remarks about
your company, its plans, clients, bosses and
your fellow employees.
According to Fundera.com, always think
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before you post, and don't post any sensitive
comments that you haven't proofread
carefully. Also, keep business and personal
social media posts separate.
Never post party photos showing you
inebriated or attending an event when you're
supposed to be sick at home, among others.
Never connect your personal sites to
professional business sites like LinkedIn.

Jobs that don't require degrees

If you don't want to spend $40,000 a year
for a four-year degree, look at jobs that pay
well and don't require the paper. Among
them, says Forbes magazine, are:
Service managers ($79,540)
Construction supervisors ($59,150)
Manufacturing sales reps ($53,540)
Electricians ($49,320)
Plumbers, steamfitters ($47,750)
Insurance agents ($47,450)
Brickmasons ($46,800)
Medical technicians ($55,000)
HVAC installers ($49,000)
Truck drivers ($40,000 to $50,000)

YOUR FINANCES

Changing jobs? What to do
with that 401(k)

Tourist death
numbers not extreme

T

here aren't many things you can do
with your 401(k) when you change
jobs, but some of the choices you have
are better than others.

About three million Americans
vacation in the Dominican Republic
every year, but by June 2019, nine had
died and at least four of those reportedly
died after drinking or eating from hotel
minibars.

“if you like the current options,
consider keeping it where it is.
You can roll it over any time.”

The circumstances
were mysterious enough
to make headlines.

• Worst choice: Cash out. If you went

to all the trouble of saving money in a
retirement plan, the worst thing you
can do before age 65 is cash it out. Any
distribution will require a 10 percent
early withdrawal penalty if you are
under age 59. Plus, anything you take
will be taxable that year. There is an exception to the penalty if you are losing
a job or changing jobs at age 55 or later, but it is still taxed.

• Best choice: Rollover to the new company's plan. You never get your hands
on the money and it never stops growing.

• Good choice: Rollover to an IRA. If you have less than 10 years to work, an

IRA will offer a wider choice of safe investments and fixed income options,
according to Presley Wealth Management.

• Possible plan: Rollover to a Roth IRA.
Consult an investment advisor before doing this. The downside is that you
pay taxes on the money when you take the Roth plan. The upside is you can
start tax-free withdrawals at age 59.

• Good option: Leave it where it is.
You won't be contributing to your old 401(k) if you leave your job, but if you
like the current options, consider keeping it where it is. You can roll it over any
time you please.

Hidden Fees: When that great deal isn't that great

Hey! Adding a new phone only costs $40 per month. And surprise, that
wasn't the whole story because the phone itself costs $500. Hidden fees.
Unexplained charges. These add up to billions in costs to consumers every
year. According to a Consumer Reports survey, about 59 percent of people
have been charged hidden fees. Luckily, for consumers who did complain
of hidden fees, two-thirds got a refund. Here are the top offenders in
hidden fees and the percentage of people surveyed who reported them,
reports Consumer Reports: Telecommunication providers (69 percent);
Live entertainment and sporting events (44 percent); Credit cards (36
percent); Car purchases (34 percent); Hotel (34 percent); Air travel (31
percent); Car rental (31 percent)

The State
Department's database
of non-natural deaths of
Americans by country
shows the number
of American deaths
in 2019 is not high.
From 2008 to 2018,
the greatest number of
non-natural deaths in
the Dominican Republic
was 32 deaths in 2015.
The lowest numbers
were 2012 and 2018,
when 13 tourists died
non-natural deaths.
However, according to
the American Council
on Science and Health (ACSH), most
non-natural deaths during the 10-year
span were from car accidents, drowning,
murders, or suicides – none associated
with minibars.
Currently, investigators are considering
whether the deaths occurred because
of something systemic (a chemical or
pesticide poisoning,for example) or
criminal.
Taking just statistics from 2017, ACSH
found that the highest rate of nonnatural deaths in tourist destinations
occurred in Mexico at 7.1 per million.
The lowest was Canada at .77 per million.
The Dominican Republic was 6.12.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Forget the song:
There aren't any good vibrations

“We can easily
forgive a child
who is afraid of
the dark; the real
tragedy of life is
when men are
afraid of the light.”
Plato

U

sing hammering or punching machinery is
not usually easy, but workers also have to
guard against long-term health issues.

Jackhammers, drills, grinders, chainsaws
and similar equipment are the obvious
culprits in vibration issues. However, drivers
of trucks or farm equipment and miners face
similar stresses over time.
According to Safety and Health magazine,
Hand and Arm Vibration Syndrome
(HAVS) is a concern for up to two million
workers who regularly use power tools. Over
the long-term, workers can suffer tingling,
pain, finger discoloration and weakened grip
that won't go away.
Prevention – not treatment – is key. Breaks
of at least 10 minutes per hour can help.
Workers can alternate between vibrating and
non-vibrating tools. Workers can also keep
their hands warm and dry.
Whole body vibration occurs with
drivers and sailors who experience bumpy
terrain or choppy waves. Over time, spine
and musculoskeletal disorders can occur.
Seat suspension systems hold some hope
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for whole body vibration in their ability to
smooth out the ride, although these systems
can be expensive. But drivers can also help
themselves:
• Make sure tires are properly inflated.
• Adjust the vehicle seat for the best possible
posture and report back pain early.

Anti-vibration gloves useful
Anti-vibration gloves don't make work
completely safe, but they can help. Numerous
studies say workers should not get a false
sense of security just because they use gloves.
Vibration is a serious health concern not
completely addressed by gloves. Many new
gloves meet the ISO 10819 glove testing
standard. Although they are useful, workers
will have to choose gloves that are right for
their job. Dexterity: Padding requirements
for gloves can reduce flexibility and dexterity.
Grip: Some gloves seem to force workers into
a stronger grip, which is a problem with hand
and arm vibration. On the plus side, gloves
always keep hands warm and dry – essential
in combatting injury – and they can reduce,
but not eliminate vibration injury.

S TAY I N G W E L L

World's most expensive drug may be
a big breakthrough

Z

olgensma. That's the name of a drug
on the forefront of a new wave of
gene therapy drugs that don't address
symptoms – they cure the problem by
rewriting the very genetic code of a patient.

Zolgensma is believed to be a onetreatment cure for a deadly genetic disease
that kills by causing motor neurons to die in
the spinal cord. Spinal Muscular Atrophy
(SMA) takes away the ability to breathe,
swallow, eat or walk. About 1 in 11,000
babies are born with SMA. It is caused
by a mutation in one single motor neuron called SMN1. It turns out that the
simplicity of the disease has made it possible to cure through the fledgling area
of medicine called gene therapy.
The cure is new – and it is horrifically dear. A single IV dose of Zolgensma
costs $2.125 million – the most expensive drug ever created. Scientists wanted
to put a healthy SMN1 gene into the motor neurons of SMA patients. To
do that, they created a virus that would house the healthy SMN1 gene, and
infect the patient's nervous system with the healthy gene. The treatment is
administered through IV. The first trials showed extraordinary results and led
to FDA approval. Every one of the first 15 infants who received the treatment
were alive and symptom-free at age 20 months. Compare that to children who
have historically had SMA where the survival rates during a similar period
were eight percent. What remains to be seen is how the children fare over time,
whether they will be able to reach adulthood and how long their lives will be
extended, according to the American Council on Science and Health.
A second drug called Spinraza – also a gene therapy – costs $750,000 for
the first year injection and $375,000 every year after that. Over 10 years, there
could be some savings with Zolgensma, which is thought to be administered
only once.

Low-carb diet affects hydration

Carbohydrates (especially whole grains) store water and if you eliminate
carbs and grains, you may need more water, especially if you work in the
heat. According to paleoleap.com, one important consideration for lowcarb dieters: salt. Sodium, potassium and magnesium are electrolytes and
they maintain fluid balance in the body. Since low-carb dieters eliminate
salty processed food, they don't get heavy sodium doses and may need
more. In addition, low-carb diets are low insulin diets. When insulin levels
are low, the body flushes out more sodium, says physiology.org. Don't be
afraid to salt your food when on a low-carb diet. If nothing else, use light
salt as this type of salt has more potassium. Salt or electrolyte tablets can be
an option if hydration is a problem.

Why is the cost
so staggering?
Zolgensma will treat about 240
babies per year at $2.125 million each
for a single dose, according to Novartis.
Those babies will be cured of a rare
genetic disease. The cost
of that cure will be borne
mainly by insurance
companies.

But how did Novartis
get to that breath-taking
number?
We do know something
about Novartis' costs.
Novartis bought
Zolgensma from another
company for $9 billion.
The Wall Street Journal
called it a bet that the
drug would work. Then,
Novartis spent about
$400 million to get FDA
approval, according to
Continental Telegraph.
Some estimate that Novartis then spent
$1.5 billion in associated approval costs.
If you are counting, that is $11 billion to
develop a drug that will cure 20 babies
a month for 10 years. The entire patient
base is 2,400 babies during 10 years,
at which time the drug's patent wears
off and other companies will make the
drug cheaper.
This used to be called an 'orphan
drug' – a drug that is catastrophically
expensive to develop but one which
very few people need, making its
development unfeasible.
While Novartis (and the FDA) think
this will be effective, for the next 10
years patients will be followed closely.
If it does prove to be what it seems,
Zolgensma will probably lead the way
to other genetic cures.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Cord blood is showing promising
results for gene therapy

“The ultimate
tragedy is not the
oppression and
cruelty by the bad
people but the silence
over that by the good
people.”
Martin Luther King, Jr.

C

ord blood could yield new treatments for
diseases – or even genetic cures.The Cord
Blood Registry reports that recent studies
using cord blood as a basis for gene therapy
have shown promising results as a cure or
treatment for various conditions.
Gene therapy works by identifying the gene
causing a particular issue, modifying new cells
to correct the problem, and then introducing
those healthy cells into the patient. Essentially,
the new cells deliver new instructions to the
old ones on how they should be working in
the body, re-writing the genetic code.
Because cord blood contains many bloodproducing stem cells, they serve as an excellent
delivery method for these instructions because
they form the basis for many different types
of cells within that system. A positive change
could possibly cascade throughout the entire
blood and immune system inside a patient's
body after treatment. Using cord blood to
harvest stem cells is also ideal because, unlike
other methods, it is non-invasive and harmless
for the donor.

Recent success stories involving cord blood
transplants include a case from St. Louis
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Children's Hospital in which a little girl
received treatment for her sickle-cell anemia.
The disease, which causes a malformation of
the blood cells, can lead to strokes, chronic
pain and other issues. After the transplant
and follow-up care, the girl was able to reduce
her medications and live the normal life of a
child with the hope of drastically improved
long-term health. The Parent's Guide to Cord
Blood Foundation lists nearly a hundred more
potential genetic blood disorders that can be
treated using cord blood and many of these
are already undergoing clinical trials and
other research.

Saving those $5 bills

Blogger Marie Campagna Franklin has
a simple message. Every time you get a
$5 bill, put it away. Just that. Franklin
started saving $5 bills in 2005. In 2019 she
reported having $43,000 after 14 years.
When all the fives she has saved outgrow
the secret stash container she keeps at
home, she takes them to the bank. You
could save for a vacation or another goal.
Or retirement.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Bedwetting might really have
medical causes

Medications can
contribute to dry
mouth

E

ven after a child is potty trained, they
may still have issues with wetting the bed
at night even if they show no issues with
control during the day. According to the
Cleveland Clinic, this behavior shouldn't
be a concern until the child is older than
five and, in those cases, it's usually related
to an immature bladder. Boys are twice as
likely to have this issue and there is usually
some history of bedwetting in the family
as well. In most cases, problems can be
reduced by improving fluid intake, creating
a bathroom schedule, and eliminating
potential bladder irritants and other issues.
Parents should first focus on the fluid intake of their child throughout the
day and encourage them to drink more often during the earlier part of the day
rather than right before bed. School-age children can sometimes fail to hydrate
during the day so ask the teacher if they can be allowed to have a bottle of
water with them in class so that they aren't overcompensating in the afternoon
at home. Work with the child to ensure they have a regular urination schedule
that occurs every few hours and just before bedtime. Don't forget to stay
positive and encouraging throughout the process.
Once the proper routine is in place, parents should work on eliminating
other issues that might be causing problems for their child while they sleep.
Several common ingredients like caffeine, citrus juice, and artificial flavors,
dyes and sweeteners can irritate the bladder and cause the sudden need
to urinate. Constipation, meanwhile, is responsible for about one-third of
bedwetting cases and children are unlikely to tell their parents about this
problem on their own.
Although rare, bedwetting could also be a symptom of a more severe
condition so if a child that has never had a problem with it before suddenly
starts, consult a doctor for treatment. In most cases, bedwetting will resolve on
its own over time.

Innovative inventor paves path to safety

Japanese engineer Seiichi Miyake came to fame after Google honored him
in one of their doodles in March 2018. But Miyake, who died in 1982, has
been instrumental in paving the way for the blind since 1965. His tactile
tiles line crossings are at subways and rail lines throughout the world.
Miyake invented the tiles after a friend started losing his sight. Using his
own money, Miyake created tiles that warned of caution (the dotted tiles)
and gave direction (the bar tiles.) In two years, his tiles were installed in
Japan and by the 1980s they were a fixture worldwide. Today, even guide
dogs are trained to understand these tiles.

In the fall or spring, if you take
antihistamines to combat seasonal
allergies, you may find yourself with an
annoying side effect:
Dry mouth.
But, it isn't just
antihistamines.
Hundreds of
medications cause
dry mouth including
pills for blood
pressure, pain, muscle
relaxants, anxiety,
depression and simple
decongestants. Also,
health conditions,
including diabetes,
or treatments such
as cancer radiation
therapy can cause the
condition.
Symptoms of dry mouth include
severe painfully dry tongue, choking,
sore throat, and hoarseness. It can
change the taste of food, cause bad
breath, and affect teeth and gums.
You can get relief, through some
prescription medications. However,
home care can help.
•U
 se a humidifier at night.
•C
 hew sugar-free gum.
• S ip water frequently.
•A
 void sugar, acidic foods, caffeine,
alcohol, and tobacco.
•T
 ry switching out medications with
your doctor's help.
Many dry mouth over-the-counter
symptom relievers are available,
including special mouthwash that does
not contain alcohol. Dry mouth sprays
can be helpful at night, but if they don't
seem to have staying power, try the gels.
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How to become a roller coaster designer

“You know, the
courts may not
be working any
more, but as
long as everyone
is videotaping
everyone else, justice
will be done.”
Marge Simpson,
The Simpsons

A

mong jobs with cool factor, roller coaster
designer has to rank pretty high. You get
paid to create something that will scare the
dickens out of people and then give it a name
like Intimidator 305, Fury 325, or Formula
Rossa (which reaches speeds of 150 mph).
But how are roller coasters designed, and
how does someone get into that field?
It takes a lot of brains. Roller coaster design
is serious business, and takes a tremendous
amount of engineering and physics to ensure
that riders get delirious in a safe manner.
A team of designers typically includes
mechanical engineers, electrical engineers
and structural engineers.
It's also a very competitive field without
a lot of job openings, according to a story
on Monster.com. In addition to tech chops,
you'll need social skills to do the requisite
amount of networking to get noticed. And
patience: coasters can take two or three years
(or more) from concept to completion.
Though roller coaster designers work nineto-five jobs for the most part, they also tend to
travel a lot. And when a coaster gets close to
opening day, the hours can be all-consuming.
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If engineering isn't your thing but G-forces
are, you can celebrate on August 16, National
Roller Coaster Day. Or play the video game
RollerCoaster Tycoon – which, as it turns
out, is how a good number of designers
apparently got their start.

Gen Z cautious about money

Millennials famously made news because
their generation borrowed big to finance
college, while up to 48 percent had no
idea how much they owed, according to
a 2014 Brookings study. The generation
after them (Gen Z born 1996 to 2011)
seems to be more realistic about college,
according to a study by nitrocollege.
com. At least 50 percent of the Gen
Z group surveyed could realistically
state their first year of earnings out of
college. However, like the Millennials,
the generation before them, they don't
choose their major based on money. Gen
Z, with more than 70 percent having
a sibling in college, is acutely aware
of student debt and they tend to be
financially cautious.

OF INTEREST

Fancy apples are taking over
our grocery stores

MONEYWISE
Rare varieties a feast

for the apple lover

A

ugust means apples and apples
remain a North American favorite.
Americans eat 28 pounds of apples
per year. In fact, all of North America is
crazy for the fruit that has been a dietary
staple since at least the 1600s.

Two tips for apple adventurers:
1. Don't judge an apple by its skin.
Bright red means nothing, according
to Rowan Jacobsen, author of "Apples
of Uncommon Character. "
2. Crunch isn't
necessary, either,
because some tender
apples have sweet
smells of pineapple
or banana.

In 2019, unlike the previous 175 years,
people can now buy a variety of apples.
Where grocery stores once carried
maybe Red Delicious, Yellow Delicious
and Granny Smith, now markets may
have a dozen different apples.

Here are some
apple varieties worth
searching for:

Of the 7,000 varieties available, here
are the current bestsellers:

Honeycrisp – Released in 1991, the

Honeycrisp was the first exception
to the Delicious apple's monopoly.
Juicy and sweet, the Honeycrisp is
a University of Minnesota hybrid of the Keepsake apple and another,
unreleased variety.

Fuji – Born in Fujisaka, Japan, the Fuji is a cross-pollination of the Red

Delicious and Virginia Ralls Janet. This super-sweet apple stores well,
according to Stemilt, a fruit company.

Pink Lady – Sweet and tart with a firm bite, the Pink Lady makes a good

addition to salads since it is slow to turn brown after slicing. The Lady
comes from Australia where a researcher crossed the Golden Delicious
with the Lady Williams apple. The resulting Pink Lady was the first apple
to have its name trademarked.

Nutrition: Apples mainly live up to reputation

In its 2015 April Fool's edition, the very scientific and proper Journal
of the American Medical Association published a paper entitled, in part:
Association Between Apple Consumption and Physician Visits. In other
words, does an apple a day keep the doctor away? Although the study
was a parody, the actual data came from nutrition data of 8,400 men and
women. About 750 of those ate an apple a day. Sadly, the apple eating did
not appear to keep the doctor away. However, apples do have a lot going
for them in terms of nutrition, according to Healthline. One raw, unpeeled
medium-sized apple (100 grams):
• 52 calories
• Fiber: 2.4 grams
• 86% water
• Sugar: 10.4 grams
• Carbs: 13.8 grams • Fat: .02 grams
In addition, apples are rich in vitamin C and potassium.

• Cox's Orange Pippin,
a UK favorite,
is described by
Gourmet magazine
"Bon Appetit" as
multidimensional
flavored, with tones
of citrus, melon and
tropical fruit. Grown
in the U.S.

• Pink Pearl, grown

in Elkhorn, Wisconsin, among other
places, has a pale skin and gives a
surprise on the first bite. Pink flesh!

• Esopus Spitzenberg, the apple for

history buffs, was the favorite of
Thomas Jefferson. It originated in
Esopus, NY. Known for its firm and
juicy flesh.

• Arkansas Black, which is not precisely
black, but very deep maroon. You
won't find them in stores because,
straight off the tree they are tart. The
key is to store them for a few months
and the flavors begin to emerge,
according to Linvilla Orchards in
Pennsylvania.
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Where to take your vacation
while avoiding the August crowds

“There are no
secrets to success.
It is the result of
preparation, hard
work, and learning
from failure.”
Colin Powell,
Retired General
U.S. Army

P

eanut butter and jelly. Gin and tonic.
August and crowds. They just go together.
It's understandable, as work schedules and
school schedules seem to allow for a majority
of the population's vacations to occur within
the same short window of time. With a little
planning, however, it's possible to vacation in
August without running into mobs of people.
Here are some recommendations for a crowdreduced August vacation as compiled by a
variety of travel sites:

Sicily, Italy. Less busy than Florence or Rome,

Sicily boasts beaches (it is an island after
all), history, and great food. August is a hot
month, but a nice slice amid smaller crowds
might just be worth it.

Mammoth Lakes, California. A ski resort

town, Mammoth Lakes is also a great
summer destination, with five lakes and
an abundance of opportunity for hiking,
biking, boating, and fishing. And Yosemite
National Park is within range for a day trip.

Kauai, Hawaii. Less crowded than Maui or
Oahu, but still . . . Hawaii.

Sanibel Island, Florida. As with the rest of the
state, Sanibel's busy season is in the winter,
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but there is still plenty of dining, shopping,
and beachcombing to be done in summer.

Outer Banks, North Carolina. Gorgeous

scenery, lighthouses and a small town feel.

Liechtenstein. Conde Nast Traveler reports

that Liechtenstein is Europe's second-leastvisited country but still has the mountain
scenery and excellent museums that its
neighbors, Austria and Switzerland, are
known for. Plus it would be fun to answer
"Liechtenstein" when people ask where you
spent your summer vacation.

Cyberflashing in crowds

iphone users on airplanes and even trains
are increasingly assaulted by images that
are 'air dropped' from nearby passengers,
according to USA Today. Air Drop is an
Apple phone feature that allows others to
wirelessly send photos to other iPhones.
Ideally this is great for friends and family.
Unfortunately, if it is set improperly it can
also be used by evil strangers. The key is
restricting the iPhone Air Drop settings
to contacts or selecting 'receiving off.'

OF INTEREST

Sell or rehab? The homeowner's
dilemma

Unclog a sink without
harsh chemicals

I

f you are debating on whether to sell
or renovate, first ask yourself some
questions and then do some math.

Is there anything more annoying –
or gross – than a slow-draining sink?
It's a common problem and one that
generations of homeowners have
resolved by pouring something harsh
down the drain to nuke the offender.

First the questions:

• Do you love or hate your home? If
you hate it, will remodeling really
make you love it or just hate it
less? If you'll just hate it less, sell.

But there are alternatives if you want
to unclog a sink with more natural
ingredients.

“Be wary of finding overall
estimates online and assuming
they work for you.”

Try these fixes instead:

• Do you love the neighborhood or
hate it? If you hate it, remodeling
won't help. Sell.
• Do you want more improvements
that is reasonable for the
neighborhood? Carpet, kitchen, bath, and landscape all recoup costs. But if
you want fixtures and amenities that will make your home cost way more
than others in the neighborhood, consider moving. You probably won't
recoup the costs at your eventual sale.
If you decide to remodel, calculate how much a renovation or rehab project
will cost. Or should cost. Whether you're debating whether to hire vs DIY or
deciding between competing contractors, it's a good idea to understand what
you get for the money as well as what constitutes a fair price.
A few rules of thumb can help, so here are some tips on how to estimate
your rehab costs: Be wary of finding overall estimates online and assuming
they work for you. The cost of materials and labor vary by region of the
country, so make sure you're comparing like with like.
Know the cost of materials. This is one of the easiest things you can do to
prepare. Create a file and visit your local home stores to find the prices of
lumber, windows, flooring, paint, and the like.
Understand the time involved. Have a basic idea how long it should take to
replace a roof or install a window so you can better understand the contractor's
quote. (An entire roof can be done in a day or two, while an uncomplicated
window install can be done in a half hour.)
Accessories add up. Remember to budget for things like cabinet knobs, door
hinges, trim, and the like.
Think in terms of function, not space. If you're undertaking a larger project
and are the one drawing up a Scope of Work, it's more accurate to calculate by
category of professional. A plumber will take care of your kitchen sink as well
as your bathtub, for example. This also helps with the flow of a project, as each
of these contractors does their work at different stages.

A good old-fashioned snaking. It's
amazing, and sometimes appalling,
what you can retrieve. And if the
stopper is hard to remove, any number
of YouTube videos can show you how
to easily unhitch it by pulling out the
pivot rod and freeing up the opening.
Sometimes the stopper itself has become
clotted with gunk and caused the issue.
Boiling water, vinegar and baking soda.
Important: these are used in a staggered
manner, NOT all at once. The vinegar and
baking soda react and produce an active
foam. Start by pouring the hot water
down the drain, followed by about a half
cup of baking soda. Wait a few minutes
and add the vinegar (then watch the
show!). Some folks recommend covering
the opening. Follow with another round
of super hot water to flush.
Boiling water and dish soap. Boil
a large pot of water and add a few
teaspoons of dish soap, then pour down
the drain. The idea is that the hot water
and the soap will help loosen up any
grease.
Mix equal parts of salt and baking
soda (about a half cup of each) and pour
down the drain. Let sit for at least a half
hour and then chase with boiling water.
Plunger. It may sound a little gross,
but try a plunger in the sink. And then
scrub accordingly.
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Keep active children healthy
with sports nutrition for kids

“If you can’t feed
a team with two
pizzas, it’s too large.”
Jeff Bezos,
Amazon founder

K

ids who love sports might need special
nutritional help – even more food.
According to Kids Health, most kids who
eat healthy, well-balanced meals will get the
right amount of nutrients. Young athletes may
need to eat more, focusing on protein from
meat, fish, and nuts to support muscle growth.
Carbohydrates are important to keep energy
levels high, but parents should choose highquality options like brown rice, whole-grain
bread, fruits, and vegetables instead of sugar.
Hydration is crucial for kids at all times,
but especially around physical activity. Ideally,
children will drink fluids before they play,
every 15 minutes during play and after the
game is over. In most cases, water is the best
choice for beating dehydration, but sports
drinks are acceptable after intense physical
activity to help replace the sodium and
potassium lost through sweating. Sugary
drinks and sodas are more likely to upset a
child's stomach before and during intense play.

Athletes, even young ones, can experience
strong pressures that lead them to make poor
choices for their overall health in an attempt
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to gain better performance or improve their
appearance. This is especially true for sports
that place an emphasis on weight, such as
wrestling, football, dance, or gymnastics.
Parents should take care not to let their
children lose or gain weight too rapidly and
quickly address issues with self-esteem that
arise from peer pressure and unreasonable
expectations. For kids, health is the most
important element of sports nutrition.

Recording the police

Using your iphone, you can ask Siri to
record your traffic stop. First, you need
to install and configure the shortcut:
POLICE. When you see the blinking
lights, say the phrase. The program then
pauses any music, turns down the iphone
brightness and puts the phone into Do
Not Disturb mode. It then sends a quick
text to your preferred contact and starts
recording using iPhone's front-facing
camera. The recording can be emailed to a
contact or saved to drop box, according to
Schneier on Security.

OF INTEREST

A genuinely easy way for you to
fold a fitted sheet

Are recliners
bad for you?

T

here are countless videos on folding fitted
sheets, but most of them are as easy as
assembling furniture. Which is to say, they
leave you with extra parts, some big gaps,
and probably slightly crooked product.

Snubbed by the style conscious, and
loved by the sports fanatic, recliners are
a matter of taste, but experts disagree on
whether they are good for the body.

Forget about sticking your hands through
two corners of the sheet, inside-out, then
tucking the right corner into the left and
criss-crossing them and flipping the whole
thing around. That was the gist of one socalled easy solution.
Marie Kondo to the rescue. Kondo, of "The
Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up" fame
and star of a hit Netflix show, has a method that is really, truly doable. Spoiler
alert: she doesn't even TRY to make the thing flat.

Here are Kondo's steps to folding a fitted sheet:
• Find a good surface to lay the sheet onto.
• Make sure the elastic is facing up, then fold the sheet in thirds – one long
side into the center, then bring the other side across it. You'll have a long
rectangle.
• Now fold the sheet in half width-wise (left to right as you face it).
• Drumroll please: now you ROLL it. Roll it from one short side to the other
until you have a compact cylinder. If you're familiar with Kondo's style,
this makes sense. The little sushi sheet can essentially stand on its own and
will fit neatly into a drawer.
Finally, brag about your new skill.

Dog is a penguin's best friend

We all know about sheepherding dogs and pooches that protect livestock
or rescue little Timmy from the well. But have you heard about the dogs
that protect an island of little penguins? On Middle Island in Australia,
little penguins – the actual name of a small species of penguin – were
dangerously close to being wiped out, their number decimated by foxes
that would prowl around the uninhabited island looking for an easy meal.
Then a man named Swampy Marsh and a dog named Oddball showed up.
Marsh, a chicken farmer whose given name is Allan, proposed sending
Maremma sheepdogs to defend the penguins. Oddball was the first dog
deployed and, as the story goes, not a single penguin has been lost since
2005, when the island's population had dwindled to single digits. It has
since rebounded to 150, reports the New York Times. Although the little
penguins are not considered an endangered species, the model of using
protective dogs is being considered for other species. And there's also a
movie, naturally: "Oddball".

One theory has
it that recliners
promote terrible
posture and
are thus bad
for our backs.
Chiropractors
will tell you that
sitting in general
is bad for the
spine, putting it in
a position it was
never intended
for; combine that
with the hours
many spend sitting
at our desks, and
it's no wonder we
suffer aches and
pains (and why
standing desks
have become so
popular).
Others say not so fast. Yes, it comes
down to posture, but that simply means
we need better recliners. Find one that
supports the lower back and promotes
good posture, for example.
According to WebMD, the ideal
sitting position is actually one in which
you are leaning back a bit, at a 135
degree body-thigh position, which puts
less stress on the spine than the typical
90-degree seated position.
Find the right chair with the right
support, and don't spend hours a day
in it, you should be fine. Find a recliner
that induces slouching and spend tons of
time in it, then prepare for pain.
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SENIOR LIVING

Planning to say 'I do'? You might want to
check with Social Security first

“Always look for the
fool in the deal. If
you don’t find one,
it’s you.”
Mark Cuban,
entrepreneur

S

eniors who want to get married have more
to consider than just love and family.
There is also a serious Social Security
consideration.

If you want to re-marry:
You have to be single to collect benefits on
your ex-spouse's record. If you marry, you
will lose the benefits claimed on the earnings
record of your ex-spouse. Before you re-marry,
you should find out from the Social Security
Administration how much your benefit will
be if you claim on your new spouse. You can
claim benefits on your new spouse's earnings
record if he or she has already filed for
Social Security benefits. If your new spouse
has filed, then you must be married at least
nine months to collect benefits on your new
spouse's record. If he or she dies before that
time, you can collect on your new spouse's
record only if death was due to an accident or
military duty.

If you want a divorce from
your current spouse:
If you were born on or before January 1,
1954, your marriage lasted at least 10 years,
and you have not re-married, you may be
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eligible to collect Social Security benefits
based on your former spouse's earnings
record. But, if your marriage has not lasted 10
years, you might consider whether it would be
worth sticking it out.

If you are a widow or widower
and re-marry:
If you are 60 years old or older, re-marrying
has no affect on survivor benefits. But, if you
are less than 60, you lose survivor benefits
when you marry. However, you can regain
them if the marriage ends in death, divorce or
annulment.

Nurses need to reduce
hours of work, fatigue

The American Nurses Association
(ANA) seeks to reduce risks to patients
caused by nurses working extra-long
shifts, such 16 to 20 hours or more. They
want to reduce mistakes caused by fatigue
and say employers can help. The group is
spreading the word to nurses and health
care facilities and is optimistic hospital
officials will focus much more on the issue.

SENIOR LIVING

Robocalls: They probably got your
number from you

H

eaven help you if your car's warranty
is running out or you have a student
loan. Or even if you do not.

Opening cans of pet food.
Cutting an onion (or an avocado).

Those robocalls may start to be
oppressive, though, thankfully, many of
them now are automated so you don't
have to feel bad for hanging up.

Using a grater.

According to robocall blocking app
Hiya, there were more than 26 million
such calls in 2018. They are annoying
but sometimes people get calls because
they have given out their phone number.
Ordinary activities online can put
you onto a robocall list, as companies
sometimes sell lists. You might have
managed to get on a list because you
donated to a charity, signed up for a contest, or filled out an online meme. The
worst cases are when you fill out an online form for interest rate information,
student loan refinancing or event travel.
Many times companies will tell you they are going to sell your information.
You know those long, legalistic terms of service and privacy statements? The
ones you never read? Could be there.
You can try robocall blocking apps. But sometimes robocalls are made
through randomly generated calling software on telephones located in another
country. Those calls are almost impossible to stop.

Health benefits of golf? Extraordinary

Cut resistant gloves
take the ouch out of
kitchen work

As a sport of leisure and no physical contact, golf ranks among the world's
healthiest endeavors. Why? According to legendary fitness trainer and the
Health Fitness Revolution founder, Samir Becic, studies have shown that
playing golf outdoors on 30 to 200 acres of open green area for four or five
hours relaxes the body, reducing stress and anxiety. Exposure to sunlight
also increases vitamin D, decreasing depression, the threat of heart
disease and certain cancers. Meanwhile, swinging at that little white ball,
carrying clubs, and walking a course can add up to 3-4 miles for a golfer
– burning up to 1,000 calories, accelerating the heartbeat and increasing
blood flow which decreases the risk of heart disease and levels of bad
cholesterol. The increased heart rate also promotes the flow of blood to the
brain, which can improve nerve cell connections and delay such mental
illnesses as dementia. Competing against others who are usually friends
or acquaintances also offers challenges which can boost self-esteem and
confidence while nurturing hand-eye coordination and keeping the brain
active in logical functions.

Sooner or later, you're going to get a
ding and if you have a little arthritis in
your hands, maybe a bad cut. No-cut
gloves can solve most
of the kitchen or thorny
garden problems you
might encounter.

Slice resistance
A number of cutresistant gloves on the
market resist slicing
even from very sharp
knives, such as hunting
knives. Among the top
brands: No Cry, Stark
Safe, Epica and Wislife,
reports glovesmag.
com. These brands
make gloves that offer
superb protection for
kitchen, gardening, fish
cleaning, or working with saws or glass.
However, these gloves probably aren't
suitable for industrial applications. They
are not resistant to punctures.

Heat resistance
If you put logs in a fireplace, or love to
grill, heat resistance can be essential. One
brand in this area is Bluefire. Their gloves
are heat and cut resistant. However, they
come in only one size, which might be
clumsy for smaller hands.

Slip resistance
Most gloves offer some slip resistance,
but G&F Gloves have a silicone coating
on the palm that improves grip. They are
also cut and heat resistant.
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Meet Our Gamily

Jonathan Livermon, Bindery Specialist

Name: Jonathan Livermon
Role: Bindery Specialist
How long have you been a GAMily Member:
4 years

Favorite part about working for GAM:

The people I work with
Interesting fact: My favorite food is bacon

How do you keep a healthy work/life
balance?: I forget all about work when I
leave for the day.

Is the glass half empty or half full?:
a bit of both

What are you most proud of?:
my YouTube channel

What would be the most amazing
adventure to go on?: Trip across Europe
What song have you completely
memorized?: What does the Fox Say?
Do you have any Pets?: Yes
What do you wish you knew more about?:
The world

What website to you visit most often?:
YouTube

What job would you be terrible at?:
Anything in the medical field

What would be your first question after
waking up from being cryogenically
frozen for 100 years?: Where am I?
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What shows are you into?: Crime shows
What age do you wish you could
permanetely be?: 21
What is your favorite season?: Winter
What is something that a ton of people are
obsessed with but you just don’t get the
point of?: Fidget Spinners
What is something you will NEVER do
again?: Work in fast food

PHOTO PUZZLE

Photo puzzle: Find the 10 . . . plus a few more

Your 10 Finds
1.____________________________________________________________
2.____________________________________________________________
3.____________________________________________________________
4.____________________________________________________________
5.____________________________________________________________
6.____________________________________________________________
7.____________________________________________________________
8.____________________________________________________________
9.____________________________________________________________
10.____________________________________________________________

Last Month's Puzzle
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